A CLASS OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS MURIL ROBERTSON
In this paper, the equation y ! = Ay is solved, where A is a self-mapping of a certain set of functions. Also, a continuous dependence theorem is proven, and wth-order differential equations are considered.
1* Definitions* If p is a real number and I -{I u J 2 , •••} is a
collection of intervals so that p e I x and I n g I n+1 for each positive integer n, then I is said to be a nest of intervals about p. Let J o = {p} and [α w , &"] = I n for each nonnegative integer n. Let I* denote the union of all the elements of I.
In 
Hence T is a contraction map from the complete metric space D into D, and thus Γ has a unique fixed point y n+1 . So g/ w+1 is the unique Ay n+ι for all x in / n+1 .
So by induction y k is defined for each positive integer 1c. Define y(x) = 2/«(^) whenever x e / w \/ w __!. Then ?/ is the desired function.
The following corollary (See [6] .) shows that Theorem A guarantees the existence of solutions to some functional differential equations. Suppose gr is a function from J* to J* so that g(I n ) § J» for each positive integer n. Such a function is said to be an /-function. Let there is a unique ye C [I*, B] so that y(p) = q and y f {x) = F (x, y(g(x) )) for all xe I*. It is easy to show that the set of /-maps, for a fixed nest of intervals /, is a near-ring under composition and addition. Thus, there are many types of differential equations that may be solved by combining /-maps of the types given in the corollary and the proposition. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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